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Automated DEMs

Your Data – Just the Way You Need It

Each of the above modules runs automatically, requiring no user intervention. When combined together with
Mavro Imaging’s Document Classification and Indexing Suite, sites can achieve powerful, end-to-end solutions.

MavBridge™ provides a wide variety of Data Enrichment Modules (DEMs) to format your images 
and data exactly the way you need. Each module is a building block—use them individually, or 
combine them together to form a powerful, customizable solution.

Barcode Reader Find and read 1D or 2D barcodes from any or all locations on your documents. 

OCR Reader Single or Multi-font OCR engines allow you to extract printed data.

Mark Sense Read checkboxes or look for writing, such as address changes.

MavScript™ Powerful, flexible scripting language allows complex actions to be performed 
automatically. Get custom logic without the aggravation of custom software 
installation.   

Data Map Create a simple “lookup table” to easily map your data to the proper values.

TRACKING AND REPORTING

CUSTOM BUSINESS LOGIC

DATA CAPTURE AND INDEXING

Automatically remove blank images. Reduce storage space and eliminate 
operator review of empty pages. 

Automatic Rotation Scan intermixed portrait and landscape documents and let MavBridge rotate 
them automatically. 

Page Reorder Scan transactions in any order and allow MavBridge to order them properly.

Batch Filter Easily remove unneeded pages or images from your batches. Reduce storage
space and ensure that downstream systems receive only what they need. 

Blank Page Detect

TRANSACTION CLEANUP

Image Cleanup Despeckle images to improve readability and reduce file size. 

Image Crop Extract just the critical area of a larger document.

Image Resample Easily change the resolution of scanned images. Down-sample to reduce file 
size, or up-sample for compatibility with downstream systems. 

Image Quality Continuously monitor the quality of your scanned images. If quality degrades, 
operators and supervisors are alerted immediately. 

IMAGE ENHANCEMENT AND QUALITY

Electronic Audit Trail Apply vital tracking information to any position or orientation on your images. 
Batch Reporting Create customizable end-of-batch reports, in PDF or TIFF formats.

Email Notification Receive email alerts for every batch or upon user-specified conditions.


